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Ys — Paul DUFFY (UI)
Thiago Ancelmo de Souza, clarinet

go or cross over — Christine BURKE (UI)
Christine Burke, piano, Elizabeth Fleissner, oboe 
Keegan Hockett, bassoon, Carlos Cotallo Solares, amplification

Pained Memories — Spencer HAYNES (IU)
Luke Acerra, violoncello

I am [electric] — Stephen KARUKAS (IU)
Leigha Amick, violin I, Alexi Whitsel, violin II
Lyrica Smolenski, viola, Christy Oscar, violoncello

Suspended Notions — Nima HAMIDI (UI)
Elizabeth Fleissner, oboe, Jenna Ferdon, violin
Varinia Oyola Rebaza, viola

Interval

I Don’t Think the Snare Drum Thinks — Marissa DiPRONIO (CCM)
Wade Selkirk, snare drum

Your Tidal Breath — Andrew POSNER (UM)
Nina Shekhar, flute, Cassidy Goldblatt, violin
Aimee McAnulty, viola, Joshua DeVries, violoncello

Septa Thresholds — Huijuan LING (CCM)
Lu Chen and Junhe Qiu, violins, Arturo Fernandez, viola, 
Wei-Shuan Yu, violoncello, Huijuan Ling, melodica

Hell or High Water — Jules PEGRAM (UM)
Adamas Quartet
Russell Kern, soprano saxophone
Connor Mikula, alto saxophone
Jonathan Hostottle, tenor saxophone
Jeffrey Leung, baritone saxophone

Concert iv
 Saturday, 5 November
 16.00 — Concert Hall



Ys, for clarinet solo

Originally written for the University of Iowa’s 24+24 concert, Ys was guided structurally by a simple trajec-
tory of pitch material expansion. The first passages are restricted to C4; contrast is provided only by dynam-
ics, rests, and two eighth-tones. As the piece progresses, further microtonal deviations are combined with 
rhythmic agitation to create a drive outward from C4, eventually allowing pitch differentiation to become the 
primary source of contrast. As expanded pitch material becomes the norm, however, 
the contrasting role returns to dynamics, rests, and microtones; air noise also provides 
contrast as material that sounds but is nearly devoid of pitch.

Paul Duffy (b. 1989) is a doctoral candidate in composition at the University of Iowa. 
He has studied composition privately with Josh Levine, Nomi Epstein, Lawrence Fritts, 
David Gompper, and Craig Weston, and has attended master classes with Michael 
Fiday, David Lang, Elainie Lillios, Louis Karchin, Augusta Read Thomas, and Caroline 
Shaw. His works have been performed recently at the Alba Music Festival, the Interna-
tional Computer Music Conference, and Electronic Music Midwest.

go or cross over, for oboe, bassoon and piano 

In “go or cross over”, the piano becomes prepared throughout the piece in an effort to understand qualities 
of the double reed sound. The bassoonist and oboist play with their bells positioned towards the soundboard 
of the piano to create a more extended and homogenous sound world within the resonance of the piano. Be-
cause of the performer’s proximity to this resonance, their experience of the total sound world is significantly 
different than that of the audience. This adds an extra element to the existing performer-audience relation-
ship, which I chose to examine by using microphones to occasionally reveal the performer’s sonic experience 
to the listener in the audience.

Christine Burke is a composer and clarinetist. She holds a Bachelor’s Degree in clari-
net performance from Duquesne University, where she studied clarinet with Jack How-
ell and composition with David Stock. As a composer, her accomplishments include 
selection for the John Donald Robb Composers’ Symposium, Núcleo Música Nova’s 
International Symposium of New Music, the 1stPlace prize in the Pittsburgh Festival 
Orchestra’s Composition Competition, and performances at the Pittsburgh New Music 
Festival, Exchange of Midwest Collegiate Composers and the New Music on the Point 
and soundSCAPE festivals. Her music has additionally been performed by the NOW 
Ensemble, Cola Guitar Quartet, Kamratōn Ensemble, and the Eclectic Chamber Labora-
tory Orchestra, among others.

Christine is currently pursuing a Master’s degree at the University of Iowa, 
where she has studied with Lawrence Fritts, Nomi Epstein, Josh Levine (composition) and Dr. Maurita Murphy 
Marx and Jorge Montilla Moreno (clarinet). She is on faculty at the Preucil School of Music as the instructor for 
the “Literature and Materials of Music” class.

Pained Memories, for violoncello solo
Pained Memories reflects on the psychological scars left by tragic events in one’s life. The piece’s develop-
ment conveys the journey of a suffering individual making endless associations between events in everyday 
life and the tragedy itself. Thus, the opening motive represents the harmless event of an individual in a melan-
cholic state of mind. As the piece progresses, this motive is transformed and expanded, reflecting the differ-
ent ways in which this initial thought is associated throughout each aspect of the tragic event. This transfor-
mation also conveys the growing intensity of the individual’s anxiety as the memory becomes more and more 



real to them. As the first section comes to a close, this anxiety turns to a brutal sadness, as the tragedy over-
comes the individual. Thus, when the individual once again returns to the original thought, the thought takes 
on a very numb and hollow character. From this numbness, the individual loses all control of their thoughts, 
and the torture of the tragedy takes over every aspect of their being. When this torture 
finally subsides, the individual is left to cope with the tragedy again. They do so by try-
ing to embrace the life they had before the tragic event. This is represented musically 
by a brief, peaceful soliloquy. However, this peace is short lived. The individual opens 
their eyes to see a familiar world around them, but knows it will never be the same 
again.

Spencer Haynes is an up and coming composer and pianist originating from outside 
Rochester, New York. His most notable compositions are his String Quartet, and Solo 
Cello work, Pained Memories. Currently, Spencer is a sophomore at Indiana University 
pursuing a B.M. in Music Composition studying under Aaron Travers.

I am [electric], for string quartet

I am [electric] is a realization of the intangibility of one’s self. As humans, we’ve always thought of the self as 
an internal process, a source for everything we are...”I am”, one of the shortest sentences in the English lan-
guage, is also the most basic and indisputable piece of knowledge one can possess. We consider our identity 
to come from somewhere within, formed from the complex and unique “wiring” of the brain. At its core, the 

self is nothing more than data, receiving constant edits by electrical signals from syn-
apses. If this is what it is to “be”, then we are all electric.

Stephen Karukas is a composer living in Bloomington, Indiana. He is a graduate of 
the Interlochen Arts Academy and a current undergraduate student at the Indiana 
University Jacobs School of Music, where he is pursuing dual degrees in percussion 
performance and music composition. He is inspired by improvisation and color, and he 
is currently focusing on exploring spectral and timbral concepts in a tonal context.

Suspended Notions, for oboe,  violin and viola

Concepts are instances of instability. Relativity of time might be a mean for expression or interpreted in a 
shape of visualized meaning. A musical gesture is an individual concept. However, it earns it’s meaning in 
relation to surroundings. Although abstract concepts can be presented in a variety of art forms, they may be 
identical. Suspended Notions is a sonic realization of visualized thoughts detached from time. Physical den-
sity forms musical expression, effecting dynamic, and orchestration, while time receives its essence from the 
realization of this density.

Nima Hamidi (b.1984) is an Iranian composer, improviser and music scholar. His music 
is the sonic representation of a visual imagination, integrating music perception and 
computation featuring unstable timbral spectra. Influenced by a diverse musical back-
ground that includes Iranian traditional music, his compositions are a temporal study 
of sound that conceptualizes a cultural auditory experience. 
 Nima’s music has been performed internationally by such ensembles as JACK 
Quartet, the Center for New Music (University of Iowa), Sorāyesh Ensemble, and resi-
dent performers of New Music on the Point. His music was performed and awarded 
at the International Fadjr Music Festival, Roudaki Hall, SCI regional conference (Friends 
University), Iowa Composers Forum, and number of symposia and workshops. 



 In addition to writing concert music, Nima collaborates with playwrights, dancers, and filmmakers. For 
the past three years he has been working as a concert organizer promoting new music, serving as the presi-
dent of University of Iowa SCI student chapter, a research assistant for both the Composers’ Workshop and 
the Center for New Music (University of Iowa), and the founder of two experimental/improvisatory ensembles 
Comprovisors and TetraXord.
 Nima is currently pursuing the PhD in music composition at the University of Iowa. Prior to Iowa he 
earned his MA in composition and BSc in Civil Engineering in his home country. He has studied composition 
with Josh Levine, David Gompper, Lawrence Fritts, Shaheen Farhat, Kambiz Roshanravan and Kiawasch Sa-
hebnasagh. He also has participated in master classes with David Lang, Wolfgang von Schweinitz, Stephen 
David Beck, Hans Thomalla, Anthony Cheung, Augusta Read Thomas, Amy Williams, Robert Morris, Juraj Kojs, 
Marcos Balter, Laura Kaminsky, and Michael Fiday.

I Don’t Think the Snare Drum Thinks, for snare drum

The title of this piece seems to evoke some sort of existential brilliance, but I promise you, its origins were 
quite basic. See, percussionists spend hours of their lives with their snare drums, playing rudiments, learn-
ing solos, practicing techniques - and eventually, this makes them all go a little bit insane. So one day, one of 
these insane drummers stepped out of his practice room after a long - but not nearly long enough - practice 
session, and he began to personify his drum: “I think my snare drum wants me to practice a little more”, to 
which another insane percussionist replied, “I don’t think the snare drum thinks.” And it was such a perfectly 
ridiculous title that I couldn’t not use it.
 This piece was commissioned by and written for Wade Selkirk, the originator of the title, a wonderful 
percussionist, and - believe it or not - a surprisingly great karaoke performer.

Marissa DiPronio is a pianist and composer currently living in Cincinnati, OH and pursu-
ing a doctorate of musical arts in composition at the Cincinnati College-Conservatory 
of Music. Primarily a composer of percussion music, her works have been commis-
sioned and performed by notable percussionists across the U.S. and Central America. 
Compositionally she is fascinated by the timbral possibilities of percussion instruments 
and explores these possibilities both by employing new and extended techniques for 
performers and by electronically processing percussion instruments in various ways. 
She is currently serving as teaching assistant in the computer music department at CCM, 
where she teaches introductory courses in electronic music and regularly performs with 
the laptop ensemble.

Your Tidal Breath, for flute, violin, viola and violoncello

The inspiration for this piece comes from a line in the poet David Whyte’s “The Sea In You”, in which a man 
compares the aspects of his sleeping wife to those of the sea.

Andrew Posner is currently pursuing a Master of Music in Composition at the Univer-
sity of Michigan, where he studies with Evan Chambers.  He previously studied with 
Kristin Kuster and Bright Sheng.  Andrew completed his undergraduate degree at the 
Peabody Conservatory of the Johns Hopkins University in the studio of Kevin Puts. In 
addition to creating music, Andrew studies and practices mindfulness and secular Bud-
dhist meditation. If you would like to listen to more of his music, please visit https://
soundcloud.com/andrew-posner-composer.



Septa Thresholds, for string quartet and melodica
I. Echo…
V. A Window
VI. A Lake of Tears
VII. Dawn, Midday, Dusk, and Night

“Septa Thresholds” means “seven doors,” thus the title of this piece refers to seven different interpretations 
or possibilities. This piece is loosely related to Belà Bartok’s one-act opera, Bluebeard’s Castle in that the titles 
of certain movements are shared with Bartok’s opera—“A House of Weapons,” “A Storehouse of Riches,” “A 
Secret Garden of Great Beauty,” “A Window,” “A Lake of Tears,” “Dawn, Midday, Dusk, and Night.” The piece 
explores timbral possibilities for combining melodica and string quartet.

Huijuan Ling (b. 1990) is a Chinese composer of contemporary concert music whose 
work has been performed throughout China and the United States. In 2011, she won 
the Distinguished Work in Experimental Music Award from the Shanghai Conserva-
tory of Music (SCM). In 2014, she graduated from SCM with the highest distinction and 
received funding from SCM and city of Shanghai to study at the University of Cincin-
nati College-Conservatory of Music as a Visiting Scholar for one year. Huijuan is cur-
rently pursuing her MM at CCM, studying with Michael Fiday. Her past teachers include 
Douglas Knehans, Miguel A. Roig-Francoli, Guohui Ye, Guang Zhao, Ying Ding.

Hell or High Water, for sax quartet

Written for the Donald Sinta Quartet in 2014, Hell or High Water is music rife with diabolical motives and hellish 
figures. Sinewy harmonies and a constant, pulsating rhythmic undercurrent drive the four saxophonists to a 
stinging finish, come hell or high water…

Jules Pegram (b. 1991) is pursuing the Doctor of Musical Arts in Composi-
tion at the University of Michigan, where he also received the Master of 
Music degree. He received the Bachelor of Music in Composition summa 
cum laude from the University of Southern California. Pegram has par-
ticipated in the 2016 ASCAP Film Scoring Workshop, the Los Angeles Film 
Conducting Intensive, and the 2015 Underwood New Music Readings. In 
2013, his Neon Nights was winner in both the Marilyn Glick and Symphony 
in C Young Composers Competitions, with performances by the Indianap-
olis Symphony Orchestra and New Jersey’s Symphony in C, respectively.


